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A light scalar dark matter (DM) is allowed in a wide range of its mass and interaction types. We
show that the light scalar DM may be probed in a new way from final years of neutron-star (NS)
binary inspirals. If the DM interacts with the neutron, its long wave coherence in the background
can induce the time-oscillating mass shift, to which the binary inspiral is inherently sensitive. But
the sensitivity is found to be significantly enhanced by a large number of gravitational-wave (GW)
cycles during year-long highest-frequency measurements in the broadband f ' 0.01−1000 Hz. Such
broadband measurements that can be realized by a future detector network including LIGO and
mid-band detectors can probe unconstrained parameter space of the light scalar DM.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Gravitational Wave (GW) from compact binary mergers are finally discovered [1]. The discovery has convinced
the existence of solar-mass black holes for the first time [2] and tested General Relativity in a new way [3]. But more
and foremost excitingly, in the upcoming years with next-generation GW detectors, its physics potential is bound to
grow significantly and extend outside astrophysics.
In particular, binary neutron stars (NS) [4] are becoming new precision observatories. Their final years of inspirals
can be tracked very precisely through the observation of GW radiation. The final inspiral is strongly governed by
general relativity, producing a well-predicted particular type of evolution called the “chirping”. The chirping inspiral
is thus naturally immune to small perturbations from their environments or backgrounds. This allows not only the
detection of binary GWs as tiny as 10−21 fractional oscillation of the metric but also precision cosmology combined
with optical counterparts [5].
But the immunity does not mean that small perturbations are irrelevant or unobservable. Often, they do leave
important traces on the binary inspiral from which we can observe the binary environments – the Universe. One
of the most exciting environmental effects would be from the dark matter (DM). For example, DM can accumulate
at the core of NS, strongly modifying NS binary mergers [6–9]. A DM locus nearby the binary may be also able to
perturb the binary orbit in such a way to enhance the instability or ellipticity [10]. The high-precision observation of
NS inspirals with GW may have broader (unexplored) sensitivities to milder DM effects from more varieties of DM.
Dark matter is one of the biggest mysteries of the Universe. In spite of its unprecedented evidence, it has not been
discovered yet. For decades, Weakly Interacting Massive Particle – WIMP – has been a main paradigm of DM, but all
DM detection experiments so far have failed to discover it. Today, it became essential to explore broader possibilities
of DM interactions and masses both theoretically and experimentally.
A light scalar DM is one important candidate that receives much attention these days. A wide range of its mass
as light as 10−23 eV is unconstrained. Various types of its couplings to matter are possible. There are also several
well-motivated examples such as axions [11], fuzzy dark matter [12], relaxions [13] as well as simple scalar DM. These
scalars might be relevant to the solution of important particle physics problems such as strong QCD problem and
the Planck-weak hierarchy. Thus, many direct detection experiments are proposed and ongoing; a good survey of
them is in Ref. [14]. But to probe a complete range of possible masses and interactions of the DM, more new and
complementary ideas are needed.
3In this paper, we show that final years of NS-NS inspirals may be sensitive to light scalar DM-induced perturbations
in a new way. We give an overview of the new observable and possible experimental setup in Sec. II, then we introduce
DM models in Sec. III, discuss new observables and other existing ones in Sec. IV, experimental setup and calculation
in Sec. V, finally show and analyze results in Sec. VI and VII A, and conclude at the end.
II. OVERVIEW
We give an overview of the new DM-induced signal on the NS-NS inspiral, a signal that can be observed through
the last years of inspiral at, e.g., LIGO plus mid-frequency detectors.
• Signal with the oscillating NS mass. The light scalar DM (not just light scalars) interacting with neutrons can
induce the time-oscillating mass-shift of NS-NS binaries. The oscillation is due to the lightness of DM with
long phase coherence. The phase coherence is kept for long enough periods ∼ 1/mDMv2  1/mDM because
DM is non-relativistic v ∼ 10−3. Thus, the lightest possible DM oscillates coherently at its Compton frequency,
mDM & 10−22 eV ≈ 0.76/year, which is about 1 per year.
• Enhanced sensitivity to the chirp-mass. The oscillation in time is a key property that provides a time-dependent
change to detect the mass shift. As long as the DM Compton period is within inspiral measurement time, the
oscillation is detectable, through the exquisite chirp-mass measurement from GW waveform evolution. The
sensitivity benefits from a large number of GW cycles during a long measurement, which can accumulate a tiny
phase shift (from the chirp-mass shift) in each cycle to a detectably large one. Thus, the chirp-mass accuracy is
augmented by ∼ Ncyc · SNR (not just SNR).
• Highest-frequency broadband. The broadband f ' 0.01− 1000 Hz (e.g. with LIGO + mid-frequency detectors)
is ideal to detect the DM effects, as it is the highest-frequency band with year-long lifetime of NS-NS binaries. Not
only can a long measurement enhance Ncyc and SNR, but the highest-frequency end can also resolve important
parameter degeneracies, partly by utilizing the Doppler effects around the Sun. In addition, as mentioned, the
year-long measurement is also a proper time scale to probe the lightest scalar DM.
• NS-NS. The NS-NS is the type of binaries that can test the DM induced effect. Here, non-DM light-scalar
effects (such as dipole radiation of the scalar and Yukawa force) is absent or at least suppressed. We focus on
the NS-NS case in this paper.
• Other probes. There are existing and proposed experiments that can be sensitive to light-scalar DM effects:
pulsar timing arrays, lunar laser ranging, atomic clocks, GW interferometers, and torsion balance experiments.
These can search for the DM-induced time-varying clock rate, α, acceleration, and equivalence-principle (EP)
violation. Our new probe – looking for the DM-induced absolute mass-shift – can be competitive or comple-
mentary to those.
III. MODELS OF DM-INDUCED FIFTH FORCE
A light scalar DM shows its wave nature through its long phase coherence. Although background DM is an
incoherent superposition of individual DM waves, their phase coherence is retained for a long time ∼ 1/(mDMv2)
1/mDM. Within that time, DM then coherently oscillates at the Compton frequency mDM = 2.42×10−8Hz
(
mDM
10−22eV
)
,
and its background effect can be collectively enhanced.
Testable signals arise when the light scalar DM interacts with the visible matter (hence, the fifth force), in particular
with the neutron in this paper. We introduce benchmark models for this phenomena:
• Higgs portal DM. The mixing between the DM φ and the Higgs h induces the coupling to the neutron n
L ⊃ bφ
m2h
〈h〉ghnnn¯n → bφ
m2h
cNmnn¯n, (1)
where the non-perturbative QCD effects on the nucleon coupling is captured by cN ≈ 200 MeV/mn with
significant uncertainties [15]. The DM wave almost coherently oscillates in time and space with the amplitude
set by the DM density: φ(t) = (
√
ρDM/mφ) cos(mφt). The coefficient b is our free parameter.
The couplings to protons and electrons are also generated by the mixing; since these couplings are not propor-
tional to the masses due partly to QCD confinement effect, they generally break the (weak) equivalence principle
4(EP) [15]. For constraints on the weak EP-violation, we take the results in Ref. [14]. Couplings to photons
and gluons can also be generated (at least through loops of charged/colored particles). But searches of such
couplings from the lightest possible DM is absent. We focus on the coupling to the neutron in this paper.
• Scalar DM coupled to the trace of the stress-energy tensor T = Tµµ
L ⊃ gφφT, (2)
where gφ is a universal coupling constant. In the long-wavelength limit of φ, the interaction term for the neutron
is effectively equivalent to
L ⊃ gφnn φn¯n, (3)
where gφnn = gφmn is our free parameter specialized to the neutrons. We assume no other modifications in
the gravitational sector. This model does not violate the weak EP, but the strong EP is still broken. One
can find that φ violates the strong EP in the following two ways: (1) the outcome of the elementary particle
mass measurements depend on the space-time varying intensity of φ, (2) the self-energy dependence (due to the
self-energy of φ) of the free-falling acceleration under the external fields (gµν and φ). The effect of the scalar
field φ can be constrained by not only the tests of the fifth force but also by the tests of the general relativity,
such as the Shapiro delay measurement from Cassini spacecraft [16] and strong-EP tests by the observation of
stellar binary or triple systems containing a pulsar [17, 18]. The Cassini constraints are stronger and will be
shown in our results.
IV. SIGNALS IN NEUTRON STAR INSPIRALS
We introduce the new observable in Sec. IV A, then we review non-DM signals in NS-NS in Sec. IV B, other mass-
shift effects in Sec. IV C, other light scalar non-DM effect Sec. IV D and equivalence-principle violating effects in
Sec. IV E.
A. Oscillating NS-NS mass-shift
The neutron-star(NS) inspiral interacts with the background DM distributed over the space through which it moves.
This interaction can leave traces1 as (1) the oscillating mass-shift of NS, (2) oscillating external forces on the NS. The
former one is our focus in this paper, and we show that NS-NS inspirals can be used to test this DM effect.
The (oscillating) fractional neutron mass-shift from the two benchmark models is
δmn
mn
=
cN
bφ
m2h
= cN
b
√
ρDM
mφm2h
' 8.0× 10−13 ( b10−9eV) ( 10−7Hzmφ ) cos(mφt)
gφnnφ
mn
=
gφnn
√
ρDM
mφmn
' 6.3× 10−13 ( gφnn10−23 ) ( 10−7Hzmφ ) cos(mφt) (4)
The effect is proportional to φ ∝ √ρDM so that galactic centers where the majority of both DM and NS-NS reside
are good places to detect the DM effect. We base our numerical calculation on the value of ρDM = 77.3 GeV/cm
3
from the 0.8 kpc flat-core value of Burkert profile, but we also consider variations later. The neutron mass-shift will
induce the NS mass-shift, hence the NS-NS chirp-mass shift
δM
M = a
δmn
mn
(5)
with a = 1 for NS-NS binary, but there can be a mild suppression from the neutron fraction in the NS.
The mass-shift becomes observable as it oscillates in time: δM(t)/M ∝ √ρDM cos(mφt). The time-oscillation of
the chirp mass induces a characteristic change of the GW evolution that cannot be mimicked by GR effects. As a
proxy of sensitivity, we will calculate the parameter space where the oscillation amplitude equals to the chirp-mass
measurement accuracy; we discuss our calculation in the next section and show results in Fig. 1 and 2. The chirp
mass can be exquisitely well measured through a huge number of GW cycles and highest-frequency data, as will be
discussed. For the chirp-mass oscillation to be detected, at least a large portion of an oscillation should be within
the GW measurement time (about a year or longer in f ≥ 0.01 Hz). Since mφ & 10−22 eV = 0.76/yr and their phase
coherence is retained for much longer time, the (multi) year-long high-frequency GW measurement is proper to test
the lightest possible DM.
1 Similar DM effects on binary pulsars have been studied in Ref. [19] based on DM oscillation in resonant with binary orbital frequency.
5B. Other light-scalar (non-DM) effects in NS inspirals
A light scalar can also induce other effects in NS-NS binaries, the non-DM effects that exist even if the scalar is not
the main fraction of DM. The exchange of light scalars φ mediates a long-range Yukawa force between the neutron
stars, deviating from the 1/r2 law
µ
v2
r
=
GµM
r2
(
1 + α(1 +mφr)e
−mφr) , (6)
where α =
b2c2N
m4h
1
4piG ' 1.48 × 10−9( b10−9 eV )2 for the first model and α =
g2φnn
4piGm2n
' 1.44 × 10−9( gφnn10−23 )2 for the
second model, and the reduced and total mass µ and M . The effect on the GW waveform evolution can be described
approximately by the shift of the chirp mass δM(r)M ' 25α (1 +mφr) e−mφr2. The resulting radius-dependent (hence,
frequency-dependent) chirp mass is a clean signal that cannot be mimicked by GR effects. The total change of the
chirp mass during a measurement starting from fi (or ri) until ff (or rf ) is given by
δM
M '
2
5
α
(
(1 +mφrf ) e
−mφrf − (1 +mφri) e−mφri
)
≈
{
2
5α(1− 12m2φr2f ), ri  1mφ
1
5αm
2
φ(r
2
i − r2f ), ri  1mφ
. 2
5
α (7)
The change is maximal, 25α, for the scalar mass in the range ri  1/mφ  rf . The range, for the NS-NS binary, is
ri(f = 0.1 Hz) ' (7.8 × 10−14 eV)−1 ' 16000 km and rf (f = 1000 Hz) ' (3.7 × 10−11 eV)−1 ' 34 km3. Thus, this
effect can only probe those range of the DM mass (in our experimental setups); lighter Yukawa force essentially looks
the same as gravity. In Fig. 1 and 2, we show the parameter space where Eq. (7) equals to the chirp-mass accuracy.
A light scalar (again not necessarily the main DM) can also be efficiently radiated if each NS carries different scalar
charge-to-mass ratio, forming a scalar-charge dipole [7, 20]. This dipole radiation is qualitatively different from the
GW quadrupole radiation, thus can be tested with GW waveform evolution [20–22]. It is efficient for any light scalars
with long enough Compton wavelength 1/mφ & 10 km. But this effect is absent in the NS-NS in our model, as every
NS has the same charge (mNS/mn) to mass (mNS) ratio = 1/mn; at least, the radiation is suppressed by a small
variation of the neutron fraction in the NS. In the NS-BH, on the other hand, the dipole radiation is efficient and
dominant effect of light scalars, prohibiting the detection of the DM effects – the oscillating mass-shift. Thus, in this
paper, we focus on the NS-NS as the type of binaries that can test the light-scalar DM effects.
C. Mass-shift in other experiments
Pulsars are highly stable and regular clocks. If its mass changes by DM effects, its rotation period (hence, the
clock) also changes; see also Ref. [19]. This leaves an oscillating timing residual on each pulsar timing measurement.
Each pulsar’s variation is uncorrelated with those of every other pulsar since pulsars are separated by distances much
longer than the DM Compton wavelength. Thus, the average of pulsar timing array (PTA) can provide a stable
clock, cancelling the DM effect [14]. This PTA clock may be compared with individual pulsar timing to measure the
oscillation.
With EP violations, the pulsar measurement can also be affected by the variation of atomic clocks on the Earth [14].
The atomic-clock rate varies because atomic transition frequencies are affected by the DM-induced variations of
nucleus (and electron) masses and fine-structure constant α [23–27]. But all the atomic clocks oscillate coherently on
the Earth while independently from all the pulsars. Thus, individual pulsar’s oscillation can perhaps be distinguished
from atomic clock oscillations.
Therefore, we assume that DM-induced mass-shift can be detected by either observation, whether EP is conserved
or not. One difference is that DM density at pulsars can be different from local density that affects the atomic clocks
on the Earth. In the future, this difference can be exploited to better measure DM effects. Today, however, most
pulsars used in IPTA [28] and Parkes PTA [29] are within 1 ∼ 2 kpc from the Earth4. Thus, we use the same local
DM density ρDM = 0.39 GeV/cm
3 to estimate both effects. They give equivalent sensitivities at the end so that we
essentially do not distinguish the two observables.
2 Our method applied to ET yields similar or actually slightly worse sensitivity than the more dedicated estimation in Ref. [22].
3 For LIGO-band expected sensitivities, refer to Refs. [7, 20–22].
4 Presumably, pulsars and NS-NS are both accumulated at galactic center (GC). But the observed distributions (pulsars with lights and
NS-NS with GWs) could be somewhat different. See Sec. VII B for more discussions.
6The first release of IPTA [28] achieved the timing sensitivity ∆t ≈ σt/
√
NpNm with r.m.s. timing residual
σt ' 1µs, Np = 50 pulsars and Nm ' 10 yr/2 weeks total number of measurements. In our final results, we compare
this sensitivity with the DM-induced mass-shift or timing-residual amplitude
∆t '
∫
dt
δT
T
' 1
mφ
δmn
mn
. (8)
Lunar laser ranging (LLR) may be also sensitive to the absolute mass-shifts of the Earth and the Moon. About
50% of their masses come from neutrons, so their fractional mass-shift is approximately 12
δmn
mn
. We assume that the
mass-shift induces a change or perturbation in orbital radius about the same fractional size as the fractional mass-shift.
The LLR measurement of the separation distance is currently limited by δ` ≤ 1 ∼ 2 cm [30]. We take the fractional
sensitivity on the mass-shift to be
δ`
(3.8× 105 km) '
1
2
δmn
mn
. 5× 10−11. (9)
In our final results, we compare this sensitivity with the DM-induced mass-shift.
It is also proposed that GW interferometers can detect DM-induced space-time varying accelerations on the mir-
rors [14, 31, 32]. The best sensitivity is achieved when the DM Compton frequency matches approximately with the
interferometer sensitivity range, hence mφ ∼ 100 Hz or 10−3 Hz for LIGO and LISA, for example.
D. Light-scalar(non-DM) effects in other experiments
A long-range Yukawa force has been also searched in other observations: lunar laser ranging (LLR) [30] and
Keplerian tests from planetary motions. We show these existing constraints taken from Ref. [33]. Note that the
searches only cover up to 1 AU(∼ 10−18 eV) scale.
In contrast, the Shapiro time delay measurement of the Cassini spacecraft [16] can give constraints above 1 AU
too. During the period of 15 days before and after the Cassini solar conjunction event, the Cassini spacecraft and the
ground antenna on the Earth have exchanged the radio signals. The strong gravity of the Sun delays the round-trip
time of the radio signal by ∆t
∆t ∝ 4GM
c3
= 4(1− α)GM
orbital

c3
, (10)
where Morbital = M(1 + α) is what is determined by the orbital motion (under the influence of both gravity and
the φ-Yukawa force). The time-delay of the radio siganl is not affected by the φ-Yukawa force. Thus, the φ-Yukawa
force (or, the strong EP-violation) can be searched by comparing the two effects as in Eq. (10). 2α . 2.1× 10−5 from
Cassini experiment [16]. This is weaker than the static EP-violation searches for the first model, but is relevant to the
strong EP-violating second model. Other constraints from stellar binaries or triple systems containing a pulsar [17, 18]
are weaker.
E. Equivalence-principle violation
There are existing and proposed experiments that can be sensitive to light-scalar EP violation. Stringent limits
were obtained from the EP tests of Eo¨t-Wash torsion balance [34] and MICROSCOPE free-falling Earth orbit [35]
experiments (see also Ref. [36]). But both measure static non-DM effects. We show the Eo¨t-Wash constraint taken
from Ref. [14] in our final results.
On the other hand, atomic clocks can be sensitive to EP-violating DM effects. Depending on the atom’s proton
and neutron fractions, oscillating DM can induce different variations of clock rate. To measure the differences, one
can compare clock rates among atomic clocks made of different atoms [23–25, 37, 38], or accelerations among atom-
interferometers made of different atoms [14], or the PTA clock rates measured by different atomic clocks [14]. Torsion
balance experiments may also be sensitive to DM effects by sensing DM-induced force directions that may not point
to the Earth. These searches all depend on the local DM oscillation. We show existing constraints from atomic clock
experiments [24, 37] in our final results.
7V. BROADBAND GW DETECTORS AND CALCULATION
We discuss proposed experimental setups and our calculation.
The crucial for exquisite chirp-mass measurement are a large number of GW cycles and highest-frequency chirping.
Thus we consider final 1-year and 10-year measurements of NS-NS binaries, long enough and highest-frequency
measurements that are proper for this work. At 1∼10 years before the merger, the redshifted GW frequencies are
O(0.01 − 0.1) Hz (where the lower range corresponds to zS ' 10) and reach the innermost stable orbit (ISCO) at
O(100− 1000) Hz. We combine mid- and high-frequency detectors to cover those range of frequencies 0.01 Hz . f .
1000 Hz.
The first benchmark detector-network consists of 4 sets of aLIGO (design sensitivity) [39] + Atom Interferometer
(AI) (resonant mode) [40, 41]; and the more optimistic benchmark network consists of one set of Einstien Telescope
(ET) [42] + Big Bang Observatory (BBO) [43]. The second benchmark has O(10) times smaller noise.
Our calculation proceeds as follow. Since we consider year-long or longer measurements, particular detector proper-
ties (baseline direction and their rotation, etc) are not so important. Thus, for the calculational simplicity, we use the
simplest antenna function (from a single-baseline AI detector) for all kinds of detectors mentioned above; we follow
the procedure in Ref. [44]. Considering more accurate and complicated antenna functions may even improve the chirp-
mass precision, thus our estimation may be conservative in this sense. For GW waveforms, we use mNS = 1.3M with
the amplitude at the Newtonian order. The GW phase includes post-Newtonian corrections up to 1.5PN at which
the reduced mass µ and spin-orbit parameter β. We pick a random set of extrinsic source parameters (sky location,
polarization, orbit inclination) that are close to the orientation-averaged GW amplitude; we use the same parameters
as in Ref. [44]. For further simplicity, we assume that spins and orbital eccentricities are zero.
Our goal is to compare the DM-induced chirp-mass shift in Eq. (5) with the chirp-mass measurement accuracy, as
a proxy of sensitivity to the DM effect. We envisage that oscillating data have the sensitivity to the oscillating part of
the chirp mass at the same level as the chirp-mass accuracy without oscillations; thus, inspirals can be sensitive equally
to any oscillation frequency as long as it is within the inspiral measurement time. The chirp-mass accuracy (without
oscillations) is estimated by the Fisher information matrix, F . We include 10 source parameters: sky location (θ, φ),
polarization, inclination, luminosity distance DL, coalescence time tc, constant phase-shift, masses (chirp mass M
and reduced mass µ), and spin-orbit coupling β (although we set spins to zero, we do not assume that we know it).
The parameter definition and calculation are followed from Refs. [44, 45]. Fisher matrices from different detectors are
added linearly; equivalently, SNR is added in quadrature. The accuracy of a parameter is given by the square-root
the inverse-Fisher diagonal elements
√
(F−1)ii; thus, it improves with the square root of the number of measurements
and linearly with SNR.
VI. PROSPECTS
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are our main results. We show the parameter space (solid lines) where the mass-shift ampli-
tude Eq. (5) equals to the chirp-mass Fisher accuracy. Fig. 1 is from the single measurement of NS-NS at 10 Mpc,
and Fig. 2 is from the integration of all NS-NS measurements (for 1 or 10 years) according to their merger-rate
distributions. Each solid line corresponds to different setup and assumptions, each of which will be discussed. Also
shown are existing (shaded) or proposed (non-shaded) sensitivities on DM effects (dashed) from IPTA and LLR dis-
placement and on non-DM effects (dot-dashed) from Eo¨t-Wash EP test and Yukawa searches with LLR, Keplerian
test, Cassini, and NS-NS inspiral in our experimental setups. As discussed, for the second model, we do not show
weak EP-test results. And whether EP is conserved or not, IPTA probes oscillating DM effects in both models, either
by pulsar mass-shift or period-variation. Notably, a large part of the light-DM parameter space of the second model
is unconstrained.
The single measurement of NS-NS at 10 Mpc (Fig. 1), if we are lucky to see this, alone can be already powerful. In
particular, for the EP-conserving second model, this can probe unconstrained parameter space. It can also strengthen
or complement other expected sensitivities from LLR displacement and IPTA.
Each solid line shows possible improvements. The top line assumes 4(aLIGO+AI) for 1-yr integration time with
full 10 × 10 Fisher matrix, and the second line assumes a 10-yr integration with a posteriori optical-counterpart
information to remove the 5 degeneracies with sky-location (θ, φ), luminosity distance (redshift with standard cos-
mology), coalescence time (knowing when merges), spin β (knowing that NS has small spin). The last two lines
show ET+BBO results with the same set of assumptions. A smaller noise (LIGO+AI → ET+BBO) improves the
chirp-mass accuracy by about 50 times larger SNR, whereas a longer measurement (1 year → 10 years) by about 10
times larger Ncyc. Removing the 5 degeneracies improves by another factor of 2; this relatively small improvement
is one of the highest-frequency benefits (see the next section). For a shorter 1-yr integration, the degeneracies with
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FIG. 1. Single measurement of NS-NS at 10 Mpc with 4(aLIGO+AI) (blue) or with ET+BBO (red). Along the shown solid
lines, the DM-induced mass-shift δM/M equals to the chirp-mass accuracy. Each solid line corresponds to different setup
and assumptions; see text for details. The aLIGO+AI 10yr and ET+BBO 1yr curves overlap. Higgs-portal model (left) and
scalar-coupled to the trace of the stress-energy tensor (right). Also shown are existing (shaded) and reinterpreted (non-shaded)
constraints on DM-induced effects (dashed) from IPTA, LLR displacement, and atomic clocks [24, 37] and on non-DM effects
(dot-dashed) from static EP test [14, 34] and Yukawa searches with LLR [30], Keplerian test [33], Cassini [16], and NS-NS
inspiral.
sky-location and spin β are similar, but the latter one becomes more important for a longer 10-yr integration. This
is because spin effects are irrelevant at low-frequency (farther separation) regimes, thus longer lower-frequency data
do not contain much spin information.
A combination of all NS-NS observations for T = 1 or 10 years of integration (Fig. 2) can extend the reach by a
few orders of magnitudes. Summing all observations enhances the sensitivity statistically, scaling approximately as
(∫
dz
4piχ(z)2
H(z)
(
10 Mpc
χ(z)
)2
n˙
(1 + z)2
(
T
year
))1/2
, (11)
with the binary redshift z, comoving distance χ, comoving merger-rate density of NS-NS n˙ (we assume a constant
comoving density), the Hubble constant today H0 = 70 km/sec/Mpc and ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 for matter and
Λ energy fraction. The two sets of predictions shown are based on lower and optimistic values of ρDM and n˙.
For the lower expectation, we use ρDM = 77.2 GeV/cm
3
from 0.8 kpc flat-core Burkert profile (similar to 0.1 kpc
NFW and Einasto values) and n˙ = 1000/Gpc3/yr [46] from the central value of predictions. For the optimistic
case, we use ρDM = 1000 GeV/cm
3
[47] maximum not exceeding the O(10)% of baryonic mass inside the 100 pc
galactic center (which can be constrained by future pulsar-timing residual measurements from SKA/FAST [29])
and n˙ = 12000/Gpc3/yr [46] maximum consistent with LIGO observations so far. The “optimistic” curves are the
optimistic results with 10-yr integration and the 5 degeneracies removed. It improves the lower sensitivity by about a
factor 250. After all, the most optimistic sensitivity reaches down to an exquisite level, b . 10−11 eV and gφnn . 10−25,
from the 10-year integration with ET+BBO for the lightest DM.
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FIG. 2. Integration of all NS-NS measurements for 1 or 10 years with 4(aLIGO+AI) (blue) and ET+BBO (red). Along the
shown solid lines, the DM-induced mass-shift δM/M equals to the integrated chirp-mass measurement accuracy. Each solid
line corresponds to different setup and assumptions; see text for details. The aLIGO+AI 1yr and LLR displacement curves
overlap. Models and other sensitivity curves are as in Fig. 1.
VII. DISCUSSION
A. Origin of good sensitivity
We now turn to analyze the origin of good sensitivity to small DM effects.
Above all, the potential chirp-mass measurement accuracy is significantly enhanced by a large Ncyc (during year-
long measurement). It is because a tiny phase shift in each cycle can be accumulated to an observably large one after
Ncyc cycles [48, 49]. For example, the last 1 year measurement of NS-NS at 10 Mpc yields Ncyc ' 107 and SNR
' 600 (see Fig. 3) so that the fractional accuracy is expected to be enhanced as 1/(SNR ·Ncyc) ∼ 10−9, instead of
just 1/SNR ∼ 10−2. Indeed, while the accuracies of parameters that do not accumulate with Ncyc (such as lnDL) is
only 1/SNR ∼ 10−2, the final chirp-mass accuracy is 10−8 augmented significantly by ∼ Ncyc.
As shown in the first four panels of Fig. 3, however, the chirp-mass accuracy does not improve closely (or linearly)
with SNR ·Ncyc. Only at the end of a year-long measurement, the accuracy grows significantly and becomes close to
the expectation. Here, it is the interplay of low-frequency and highest-frequency regimes that allows to fully realize
the potential enhancement from Ncyc. We discuss this in this section.
The relevance of Ncyc can be read directly from the Fisher matrix element. The Fisher element of the chirp-mass
part, FlnM lnM =
∫
df |dh˜/d lnM|2, is given by
dh˜(f)
d lnM ' −
5i
4
(8piMf)−5/3h˜(f), (12)
at the Newtonian order. The term in the first parenthesis is proportional to the Ncyc accumulated in each frequency
interval as
Ncyc ≈ 2.44× 107
( Mz
1.5M
)−5/3(
fi
10−1Hz
)−5/3
, (13)
where the initial frequency fi  ff is assumed to be much smaller than the final frequency ff . The final term h˜(f) in
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FIG. 3. Improvement of Fisher errors in measurement time. NS-NS at 10 Mpc. Shown parameters are chirp-mass fractional
accuracy, SNR, Ncyc, sky-localization accuracy, and DL fractional accuracy. The second plot shows the correlation of chirp-mass
accuracy and SNR ×Ncyc. The considered measurement is for the last 1 year, sweeping f ' 0.22 - 1000 Hz. The blue-dashed
lines assume no correlations with the 5 source parameters (see text for details), and the orange-dotdashed line assumes no
correlation with any source parameters.
Eq. (12) is proportional to the SNR accumulated in that interval. Thus, the Fisher element in each frequency interval
is indeed related to the Ncyc· SNR there.
The most of the GW cycles is accumulated at low frequencies (see Eq. (13)) as GW spends much more time there
than at high frequencies. So does SNR. These behaviors are shown in Fig. 3. Thus, a long period of particular
waveform evolution at low-frequencies contains a large amount of information of the chirp mass. But a problem
remains in that low-frequency data alone is not enough to confidently distinguish the chirp mass from other source
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parameters. The unresolved correlations with other parameters prohibit to achieve the expected accuracy yet.
Here comes the highest-frequency data, chirping rapidly towards the merger. There, the frequency evolves most
rapidly, whose evolution is governed by the chirp mass. Even though Ncyc does not increase much during that short
evolution, the large range of non-trivial frequency evolution can resolve various degeneracies.
In particular, high-frequency measurement significantly improves the accuracy of sky-location (θ, φ) and hence
correlations with them (see Fig. 3). It is improved due to the huge Doppler phase shift accumulated across the
Sun [44] (during year-long measurment). The GW phase explicitly grows with the frequency as
Ψ(f) ∼ 2pif(−~rAU · nˆ/c+ tc), (14)
where nˆ = nˆ(θ, φ) is a unit vector for the GW propagation direction or the source’s sky-location and ~rAU is the Earth-
Sun separation vector. The first term (depending on θ, φ) is the Doppler phase shift. But this effect is measurable only
after long enough measurement around the Sun [44] as linear (or constant) Doppler shift is not measurable (confused
with the cosmological redshift z). Thus, a short high-frequency segment of data alone is not useful, but only year-long
measurement can utilize this natural benefit. As shown in Fig. 3, the location accuracy begins to improve after about
6 months.
The highest-frequency chirping actually improves most of the source-parameter accuracies that affect the GW phase.
The coalescence time tc will be obviously better determined as GW approaches that time (and see Eq. (14) that the
tc contribution also grows with the frequency). Spin-orbit parameter β’s impact on precession and phase evolution
will be largest when the binary separation is smallest near merger. The reduced mass µ will receive similar (although
smaller) benefits that the chirp mass receives. On the other hand, the source parameters that affect GW amplitudes
do not gain high-frequency benefits, as Fig. 3 shows for lnDL accuracy.
By comparing the full results (red-solid) and blue-dashed lines in Fig. 3 where we ignore the 5 aforementioned
correlations (with sky-location (θ, φ), tc, DL, and β from a posteriori (optical) information), we conclude that the
resolution of degeneracies is responsible for the improvement of chirp-mass accuracy at the highest-frequency end.
And it is the one that finally allows to realize the potential enhancement from Ncyc.
B. DM density dependence
The DM density dependence of the signal significance is an interesting property. If NS-NS formation follows the
star formation history, then the majority of NS-NS will reside in the galactic center (GC) where DM is also most
abundant. NS-NS is then a natural candidate to detect large DM effects. The DM density dependence can also be
exploited to better confirm the DM origin of anomalous signals or to map DM distribution.
In this paper, we implicitly assume that the GC is transparent to the GW. But how bright or transparent it is
would be an interesting question. Note that the majority of pulsars measured (with lights) and used in PTA [28, 29]
are within about kpc from the Earth. Thus, NS-NS with the GW can also be complementary to the local fuzzy DM
search by Parkes PTA [29] too.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have shown that last years of NS-NS inspiral may have a precision capability to detect tiny perturbations
from the lightest possible scalar DM. The new observable considered is the time-oscillating mass shift, induced by
the DM fifth force with long coherence. The precision capability stems from a large number of GW cycles and
year-long measurement of highest frequencies, which can be realized by a future detector network in the broadband
f ' 0.01 − 1000 Hz. If light scalar DM interacts with the NS, our new observable in this broadband measurement
can probe a large part of the unconstrained parameter space, in particular the lightest possible mass range.
Our study also emphasizes the role of long-time high-frequency measurements in the precision GW program; a
large Ncyc can enhance the chirp-mass sensitivity as discussed, and moreover, the Doppler effect around the Sun
can localize the source [44, 50], and a better frequency resolution can resolve the GW lensing fringe generated by
intervening cosmic strings [51] and compact DM [52] (see also [53, 54] for other benefits). These shall motivate the
development of mid-frequency (f ' 0.01 − 10 Hz) detectors that can form such broadband detector networks by
combining with ongoing or upcoming LIGO-band detectors.
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